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Abstract 
Asymptotic formulae for the optimal filtering error for finite state space Markov chains ob- 
served in independent noise are presented. Asymptotically optimal simple filters, which do not 
depend on the transition rates of the chain, are also presented. 
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1. Introduction and statement of results 
Let X~': (the "state process") denote a discrete time Markov chain, with state space 
S = {1 . . . . .  d}, initial distribution p~, and transition probability matrix 
{~i:i} = P(X,~:+I =jlX~: = i )= {g)'~J' i • j ,  (1) H= 
/ 1 -~:).i,., i= j ,  
where ;vii - ~ /# ~ 2~i. 
We assume throughout hat the Markov chain generated by H is irreducible (and 
aperiodic) and denote its stationary distribution (which is independent of c!) by p, - 
{P,M)}~,. Let {3.}~=1, (the "observation") denote a sequence of random variables, 
such that, given the sequence {X,',:}.:~=I, the random variables y,:: are independent, with 
P(y,~,: C dx I {X/¢}i~,) = P(y;; ~ dxlX;:) 
and P(y~: ~ dx I X~: = i) =/~i(dx). 
Let now ~Nr.,, = a{y/:, 1 <~ i <<. n}. The filtering problem consists of finding the best 
(in an appropriate sense, see below) estimator for X/,: given the information .~,..,,. In 
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the setting considered here, it is natural to consider "best" in the sense of minimum 
probability of error. That is, for any S-valued estimator )?~ which is ~,,~ measurable 
let 
Q,:,,, = E ( lx :~, ,  ). 
(Here and throughout, E denotes expectation with respect to the Markov measure 
generated by (p~, H)  and with respect o the filter )(n.) 
Let /~ .... denote the infimum of Pe ~:'n over the class of all possible ~,~-measurable 
estimators. In this note, we consider the asymptotics of ~c,n. Throughout, Eig = 
fg(x)pi(dx), and a function g(e,,n) is denoted o(k(e)) if lim~:_+01imn~ g(e,n)/k(~,) 
=0.  
To state our results, we make the following assumption. 
(A) For any i,j, the measures #i,/xj are mutually absolutely continuous. Furthermore, 
the relative entropies 
exist, with mini#ja~i > 0. Finally, Eil logd#i/d/~il ~< ec for some 7 > 2. 
Our main result is the following. 
Theorem 1. Assume (A). Then, Jor any initial distribution p~, 
lim t6e~:'n= (~i ps( i )~)~i J~elog(!) ( '+o(1)) ,  ~:--+0. 
n--+~c j¢i aji ] 
A similar result holds also for (the simpler) continuous time model. That is, let X/: 
denote a continuous time Markov chain with state space S = {1 . . . . .  d}, initial law 
p~, and jump rates e)'~i, and let dy~ = h(X[)dt + dvt, where vt is a Brownian motion 
independent of the process {X[}. Let .Ty, t = a{y~, 0 ~< s ~< t}, and define ~':"  as in 
the discrete time case. Finally, modify (A) to (A'): 
(A')  Let h(i) ¢ h(j) for i ¢; j ,  and define 
(h(i) - h(j)) 2 
a i j -  2 
Theorem 1'. Assume (A'). Then, for any initial law p~, 
lim 4 ' : "= p,(i))_2 - - ]~ log  (1 +o(1) ) ,  
t-,~ jei aji J 
~ --+ 0. 
Theorem 1 ~ was derived by Wonham (1965) in the case d = 2 with symmetric 
transition rates by considering the exact optimal filter. While the optimal filters are 
known, both in discrete and continuous time, for arbitrary d < cx~, their structure is 
rather complicated, and it is not clear how to use this structure to derive Theorems 1 
and 1 ~. In Khasminskii and Lazareva (1992), the general case d = 2 in continuous time 
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is handled, by analyzing a suboptimal filter to derive an upper bound on the filtering 
error. Our approach here is somewhat different, using information-theoretic arguments 
for a lower bound and (different) suboptimal filters for the upper bound. 
Since the proof of Theorem 1' is sfinilar to that of Theorem 1, we concentrate in 
the sequel on the latter. Theorem 1' then follows by replacing throughout sums with 
integrals, and using the explicit form of the likelihood in the continuous time setup. 
2. Proofs 
Proof  of Theorem 1. As mentioned above, the proof of the lower bound uses informa- 
tion theoretic arguments, whereas the upper bound consists of exhibiting a suboptimal 
(asymptotically optimal) filter. In both the upper and lower bounds, the case et 2 
offers simplifications, and it is useful at first reading to consider it. Thus, we have struc- 
tured our proofs in such a way that the basic idea is first illustrated in this simple case. 
We begin by deriving the lower bound. The key to the proof consists of the anal- 
ysis of an auxiliary hypothesis testing problem. Let the null hypothesis, H0, con- 
sist of {Yl . . . . .  Yr} being i.i.d, random variables of law t~o, and let HI consist of 
{3'~ ....... v~ L} being i.i.d, random variables of law /t0, {y~ . . . . . .  VT} i.i.d, random vari- 
ables of law Ill, independent of {Yl . . . . .  )'~ I}, where z is a random variable, inde- 
pendent of {yt . . . . .  y~_~} and {y . . . . . . .  vr}, uniformly distributed in {1 . . . . .  T}. We 
assume that the prior probabilities of H0, H1, denoted Pap, satisfy P~p(H0) =: (1 - 2~:T + 
o(c)), Pap(H1 ) : 2cT + o(~:). Denote by HT(~:, T,t~o,/q,).) the optimal probability of 
error in this auxiliary hypothesis testing problem. 
Lemma 1. Let al0 J d/11 logd/q/d#0, and assume Ej,, Ilog(dlq/dlz0)l ~ <-yc lo t  some 
~. > 2. Then ./or any 6 > 0 and T = T(c) ---+ oc such that logt:/T >~ ~5 + alo. 
HT(t;, T,l~o, lq,f i  ) >~ s)~T(1 + o(1 )). 
Proof  of Lemma 1. The optimal test is the likelihood test (cf. Lehmann, 1986), that 
is the optimal test forms the functional 
/1 = p(y l  . . . . .  YT I HI) 
,O(Yl . . . . .  YT  I H0) 
and decides Hi if ~:2TA(1 +o(1) )>~ 1, H0 otherwise. 
Note that, by definition, 
1 7 ~7 
A - ~ ~ e ,~, log/(v~) 
= ] I 
where f (X )  (d/~l/d#0)(X). Hence, 
Pcrro~ >~ P,p(H~)P(2s.TA(1 + o(1) )< l ]H I )  
=2t :T ( l+o(1) )  ~ .= P( ) .eTA<( I+o(1) ) ]H~.T=k)  . (2) 
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But, 
P(AeTA < (1 + o(1)) ] Hl,~ = k) 
= p eZ,.j log f(Yi ) < ~-'~ 
~l_~P(eSr=j ,og f (>, )>~ 1 +o(1) ) j= \ J ,e~lH I '~=k . 
Note that for k ~< j, 
P(e~ri , '°gf(Yi)~-~ [Hl,"C=k) 
= po(r-j+l) ( log f (y i )  - alo) >~ - log 
CT~/2 <. < CaT -(~/2) 
( -  logs - log(2T 3) - Tat0) ~ 
(3) 
- log(2T 3) - (T - j  + 1)alo) 
(4) 
for some C, (76 > 0, where we have used Chebycheff's inequality (for the function X~), 
in the last step, that is, we used the fact that if Xi = l og f (y i ) -  alo are i.i.d, of 
zero mean and finite ~-s moment hen, by a successive application of Chebycheff's 
inequality and the inequalities of Marchinkiewicz and Zygmund and Minkowski (see, 
e.g., Shiryayev, 1984, pp. 469, 192), one concludes that for deterministic Mr, 
P (Ti~-I X i~MTI  ~< E[Y]~ Xi[~ <" c:'T~/2E('X'[~)M~ ' 
where c~ does not depend on T, Mr. 
In particular, one deduces from (4) that, for k ~< j, 
>/ 2s ~[Ht ' r=k  r~ 0. (5) 
On the other hand, for k > j, 
( ~ 1 +o(1)  ) 
p eG,=, logf(yi) ~ ]tE~-"- I Hi, r = k 
• /, ~ '  T 2 ) ~]~(k-j) ~e =, logf(yD ~ IHt,r = k 
+/~(r -k+l ) (  ~T 1 [H l ,v=k ) e ,=k logf(yi) ~ 
<~ T -2 -f- CaT -(°~/2), (6) 
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where we have used the fact that E,,>(e i°g.f(y')) = 1 and Chebycheff's inequality, cou- 
pled with (4), to derive the last inequality. Combining (3), (5) and (6), we arrive at 
Perror ~> 2e. T( 1 + o( 1 )). [2 
We return to the proof of the lower bound. Our technique consists roughly of 
extending the conditioning a-field .~v.n with the value of the state before the last 
jump, and then applying Lemma 1. Let fi > 0 small enough be given, let T, : 
(1 /a i i -  ($)log(1/'~:) > 0, define /~i = maxiciTi/ and 7 ~ maxi'Ti. Note next that 
X,',: may be constructed using independent Bernoulli random variables N,(i) of pa- 
rameter r)~ii, independent random variables In.i with PUn, J )  ).0/2/i, and setting 
A;',:. i = lx,,ix,;>=oX,',:+ 1N,,(x,;)=lln.x/. For any t > 0, we denote by /t the value of 
In.x,; at the .first jump oJ'X~; after t. Let [ = I,,_?. Let or(i) denote a bijection of 
{I . . . . .  d - 1} ~ {1 . . . . .  d}\ [  such that 
TaU). [ >~ T~(i+l),[, i=  1 . . . . .  d -  1 
and let 7 = a(min{i: Xn_T..~r = (a(i)  or [)}), with '7= O if none of the equalities hold. 
Note that 
P(7 = 0) ~ P(two jumps or more occurred in [n - T,n]) = O0,  2 log 2 c), 
while for [ ¢; [, 7 ¢ 0, the pair (T,[) denotes the two states between which the first 
jump after n - /=  occurs. Finally, let 17n = X/,_r,., if i :/; I and ~, = X,~:; otherwise, and 
let ~[i denote the optimal filter given the information {17n. 7,[,Z Yr.,,}. Clearly, with 
OJ {at most one jump occurred in [n - T,n]}, 
d 
~ P(Y, = i , f= j ,  OJ)E(lx, i¢2,; I Y, n = i,[ j, OJ) 
i, j= hi/ j  
>~ ~ (I+°(1))P(Yn=i,I,=:J)E(I~;:¢2,. [Yn=i , [=j ,  OJ)--O(v2log2::). 
Lj= I, iCj 
Let ,9':'iJ•n denote the optimal filter given by {17,, = i , l  = ..J, LOJ,,~"r,,,}- Then, by the 
Markov structure of the pair (X,~:, y~), 
E(Ix,;~.,~, I Y,, = i , [=  j, OJ) >l E(1xk¢£,; ..... I~, =i , l= j ,  OJ) 
= HT(c, rii, #i, tq, •ii )" 
(notations as in Lemma 1). Hence, 
d 
/~,, ..... /> (1 + 0(1)) ~ p,( i ) / j  j . HT(~:,T,:i,l~i, Pi, 2ii ) -  O0:210g2s) 
i , j=l,i~j Aii 
=(1+o(1) )  ~ ps(i)q ij "2ii - ,5  a log - .  
i , j=l,i~j Aii ~" 
Since b is arbitrary, the required lower bound follows. 
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We next turn to the proof of the upper bound. We do this by proposing a sub- 
optimal filter, denoted )(,~. Since the case d = 2 with al2 = a21 = a is particularly 
transparent, we begin by giving a quick proof of  the theorem in that case, which 
illustrates our basic approach. For q E ~, define A(q) =- logE~,~((dt~2/dl~l)'7), and 
0 < A* = sup,To ~ -A(q)  < cx~ (see Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Ch. 2.2 for useful facts 
concerning A*). In particular, let 6 > 0 be given, define T -- (a -1 + 6) log(i /e) and 
I t  for T = max((1 + 6)log(1/e)/A*, T), let Zn = ~j=n-r+l log(d/~l/d/~2)(y~). Then from 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Theorem 3.4.3) one knows that for 6, small enough it holds 
that 
/~T(z,, < 0) ~< e -rA*~l+°~l)) ~< 6,1+36/'4. (7) 
n Next, let 2n = ~-~j=n f+r log(d/~l/d#2)(y}). Let In = 1 if Zn > 0 and In = 2 otherwise. 
In is the first, "coarse", stage of our suboptimal filter. Indeed, (7) ensures that if 
no jump has occurred in (n - T + 1,n), In is a good estimate of X~. However, the 
probability of  a jump in this interval is too large, and thus a good filter must refine 
the information given by ln. To this end, the proposed suboptiomal filter is taken as 
)~c = 1 if In = 1,Z,, > (1 + a6/2)log(c,) or In = 2, Zn > - (1  ÷ a~/2)log(e), and 
~-~: = 2 otherwise. To evaluate the performance, note that, for some constants C > 0 
independent of e, 
P(error IX~ = 1) 
~< P (two jumps or more occurred in In - T + 1, n] I X,~ = 1) 
+ P(one jump occurred in In - 7 ~ + 1, n] I X~: = 1) 
+ P(.~,~ = 2 IX~ ~ = 1,i ¢ In -  T + l,n]) 
+ P()(~ = 2 IX/: = 1, i E In -  7~+ 1, n], one jump occurred in [n - T+ 1, n - T]) 
× P(one jump occurred in [n - T + 1,n - /~]  IXI:_~+, = 1) 
<~ Ce2T 2 + P(one jump occurred in [n - ~?+ 1,n] IX,~: = 1) +/~r (Zn  ~< 0) 
- a6 a6 1 , 
(8) 
where the last three terms in (8) are due to the fact that )(~ = 2 implies always that 
Zn ~< - (1  + a6/2)log(e), while, if no jump occurred in [n -  T + 1,n], )(~ = 2 implies 
that either Zn ~< 0 or Zn ~< (1 + a6/2)log(e). 
Using Chebycheff's inequality and the fact that E#, exp(log d#z/d/q ) = 1, one obtains 
the bounds 
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and, letting ¢i = log(d/q/d/~2)(y,~ i) - a, 
it] #r 2,, ~< 1 + Iog(~0 ~< It:~ :f ~ gi ~< 2(6 + a - ' )  
i,= 1 
(Actually, using the argument in (4), the right-hand side in the last inequality can be 
bounded by (Iog(1/~;)) ~.,2). Combining the last two bounds with (7) and (8), one gets 
that for some 6 ~ > 0, 
P(error [X/7: -- 1) 
~< P(one jump occurred in [n ~ '+ 1, n] I X/,: 1 ) + ~:11+,~') + ~: log(l/~:)o( 1), 
and similarly 
P(error ] X/,: = 2) 
~< P(one jump occurred in [n - 7" + l,n] IX/,: - 2) + ~:~t+,~'~ + :log( I/~')o( 1 ). 
Hence, using the fact that the first term is of order ~:log(1/z), 
P(error) ~< P(one jump occurred in [17 - 7 ~ + 1,n])(l + o(1 )) 
ps(1)~:)q27~(1 + o(1)) + p.,.(2)e221 7~(1 + o(1 )), 
which completes the proof of the upper bound in this case. 
Turning to the general case, we assume throughout that all the ai/ differ, the general 
case being similar but more cumbersome. Unfortunately, the situation here is more 
complex because there are more than two simple hypotheses to test. In particular, it 
is not clear a priori what number should play the role of ;? in the previous situation 
This results with a considerably more cumbersome suboptimal filter. Thus, let 6 > 0 
be given, let 
Ai/ = log Et,; (d~t//d~ti)'7, 
0 <: A~ sup,T¢ ~ -Aij(rl) "< ,3<3. Next, define T# = (1/'a/ i+6)log(l/t:)  7 ~ maxi#, 
( Tij, ( 1 + 6) log(I/'~:)/A~). Define next 
Z k n (k - I )T  d,//i 
,,.,j= ~ log (y;), t ~= 1,2,3, 
t :n  kT+ I (1]/1 
D k : {i: z,{,,, > 0 W¢i} ,  
with D a = 1 if there is no i satisfying the above constraints. Note that D k is uniquely 
determined. Next, i fD  1 = D 2 = i then I := i. I fO  l ~ D 2 then I = D 3. Let ~r(-) - o-/(.) 
denote the bijection {1 . . . . .  d -1}  -+ { l  . . . . .  d} \{ i}  such that T/,~o,) ~< fl,,{i+l/. Define 
pj(n) = ~'t'=,,-r: ...... log(dbt,~(/)/dl~)(y',:), and let 6' = 6min,~jai:/'2. Then, )(,'i o( j )  
if, for all j '  < j  < d - 1, pj,(n)/log(1/::) -< (1 +6 ' )  but pj(n)/log(l/e) >~ (1 +6 ' )  (with 
)(:i D 1 if none of the above conditions hold). Heuristically, error in the decision 
D a occurs with meaningful probability only if a jump occurred in the interval Na - 
[n - kT + 1, n - (k - 1)T]. Since the probability of two such jumps is negligible, the 
decision after the first stage of the algorithm is, up to a negligible probability, either 
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on a correct estimate, or a jump occurred from state i to some state j and one needs 
only try to detect where has the jump occurred. The latter is achieved by a likelihood 
test adapted to the appropriate divergence. 
Turning to the proof, let 
J0 = {there was a jump in more than one of the intervals Ark}, 
Jk = {there was a jump in the interval Ark, and none in Nk,, k ¢ k'}, 
J4 = {there was no jump in any of the intervals Nk }. 
Then, 
4 
P(X~ 7 ~ 2~) <~ P(Jo) + E P(X~ 7 ~ )(~;Jk) 
k--I 
4 
~< O( a2 l°g2(1/a)) + E P(X2 ¢ -g~;Jk)- (10) 
k=l 
We make use of the following lemma, whose proof is identical to the proof of (4), 
and is therefore omitted. 
Lemma 2. Assume (A). Then, 
P (t=n-m+, ~ log~ (y t , -m(ak j -ak i )  ~mX'~ =k'  t =n-mq-  1 ... .  ,n )  
<<. c(6, { aij } )m -~/2. 
Note next that if J3 occurred, an error may occur only if either D 1 ~ X~, D 2 ~ X~, 
or an error occurred in the likelihood tests involving pj(n). Hence, 
P(X~ ¢ )(n~:;J3) ~< 2P( J3)maxP(D 1 ¢ ilX[ = i, tEN l )  
+ d2P(J3) max P ( ~ log d#j (y~) > ( 1 + 6') log(l/e) X t = i, J3 
j~i ~ t=n-- Tii d]Ji / 
k= 1,2,3, 
~< C(~log(1/e))(log(1/e)) =/2, (11) 
where we have used Lemma 2 in the last inequality. 
Next, denoting by ai(.) the bijection a(-) corresponding to I = i, and p}(n) = 
~n-Te.~% , l°g(dlJz'(j)/dl~i)(Y~), 
P(X~ ¢ 2~;Jz) 
<~ dzP(J2)maxP(X~ ¢ ai(k )lX[ = ai(k ),t = n - T, . . . .  n, I  = i) 
k,i 
<~ d3p(J2)maxP(p~ > (1 + 6') log(1/e)lX [ = ai(k),t = n - Ti,~,(j) . . . . .  T) 
j<k,i a 
+ d2p(J2 ) max p(pi k < ( ] ~- (~t) log(1/e) lX [ = ai(k), t = n - Ti, a,(j) . . . .  , T). 
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But, since 
Ti:,(j) E //lo dlz'~'(J) 
1 ~  °"x" k g--~-~s ) 
(' ) = (aa,(k) i  -- aa , (k )a , ( j ) )  - %. & 
a~,( i),i 
<~ 1 a~'(~)'i + C& < 1 + f '  
ac~,( j).i 
for all j < k and 6 small enough, whereas 
~,~',./~ E (log dl~o,(j)~ = 1 + &~o'~k), ~ 1 + 26', 
1 ~  ~' l j ) \  d/-zi J 
an application of Lemma 2 yields that, for 6 small enough, 
P(X~: ~ X/;;J2) = O(e, log(1/s)l-~/2). 
Turning to J~, note that 
P(1 ~- X/,: TIJ I ) <~ 2P(D 3 ¢ Xn: r l J i )  ~ C log(l/a) -~:2, 
and also 
P(X/,: ~ )(~i; JI ) ~< P(J1 )P( I  ¢ X~: T ]./1) 
+P( J , ,  )P(X~: ~ 2,~1J1~,I = X/, -y) 
÷P(J I : )P(X~: ~ f~[J I2, I  = X~: r), 
I n -T 'n -maxT l~] l  ' i ¢ 1  ] 
where 
JIL = {there was a jump in the interval 
Hence, by the same proof as for J2, 
(12) 
(13) 
JL2 = J1 \ , l i t .  
P(X~: • X/~,J1 ) ~< Calog(1/a) 1-~''2 + P(JI2)P(X~: ~ )(/ilJ12,1 == X/z: T). 
Concerning the last term, let 
J fS  = J12 f~ {X/: = J ,t  = n - z . . . . .  n,Xt ~ = l , t  = n - T, . . . .  n - r - 1}. 
T I . j  " Note that P(Ur=0 J['2 ~) = a)qjTl, i(1 +o(1)), while by the same argument as for J2, for 
z ;> T~,j, 
P(X~'; 7 ~ X~,JI2"':" j . . . .  II = X~_T) ~< CsIog(l/f ;)  -~:2. 
We conclude that 
P(X~: 7~ X~;Jj ;X~:_ T = i) <~ Ca log(l/8) 1-~2 + ~ a)~uVij( 1 + o(1 )), 
j~ i  
and hence 
P(X~: :/- )(~; JI ) ~< Ca log( l/c)' ~/2 4- ~ ps(i) ~ a),ij Tij( 1 4- o( 1 )). ( 14 ) 
i jTxi 
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Finally, using the relation Ei(e l°gda#@i(x)) = 1 and ChebychetFs inequality, together 
with the argument leading to (9), 
(" ) ~< d2maxP ~ logdl~j/dIJ,(y~:) >~ (1 + 6') log(1/~) lX/ :=i , t=n-T~j , . . . ,n  
iCj ~n--~j 
+P(D 1 ¢ iIX/: = i, tCNl UN2) 
~< d2e -(l+a')l°g(l/~:) + g log( l /a)o(1 ) = g log(1/g)o(1 ). (15) 
Combining (10) - (12) ,  (14) and (15) yields the upper bound, and hence the theorem. 
[] 
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